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The Nature of Reality 
In this Matrix, each Dimension of Dreaming has frequency and can be viewed 
/experienced via the construct of the geometries of the MerKaBa that hold and 
interpret that frequency. 
 
Mer : Counter rotating field of Light 
Ka : Your Light Body, the refined matter that holds your Optimum Functioning Blueprint 
for whatever dimension you are attuned to (as your Ka interfaces with the physical 
emanation, it is the causal body that effects change and experience in the physical 
body and realm, it is the template for physical expression) 
Ba : your Essence. 
 
When consciously activated, it acts as a vehicle to move through Realities, experience 
or interpret Realities and create Realties. 
 

 
 

above: a Star tetrahedron MerKaBa in action 
 
Personal and Group MerKaBa 
Personal is within your own sphere, a group MerKaBa can create realities in which 
others become part of and share.  
 
You are in your own personal MerKaBa within a group MerKaBa of consciousness that 
resonates with what is called ‘third dimensional reality’. 
 
In many, that personal MerKaBa is only a seed, not yet activated and so they are at 
more of an effect of the group MerKaBa they are immersed and attuned within. 
 
 ** activated (correctly, there is some crazy bullshit out there) 
 
If you are locked into a type of Geometry that holds a certain Reality, then it is merely a 
question of disarming the locks and removing your frequency from that structure 
interface or geometry that is connecting with and interpreting that ‘Reality’. 
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By changing the geometries and consciousness frequencies within the MerKaBa, you 
can attune to anyone of your Dimensions of Self within the Matrix construct and so 
experience your Reality of choice. 
 
Of course you need to be able to retain the connection to the desired frequency and 
so we build /reconstruct the Etheric Structure to be able to contain and maintain the 
Fire and Light of the connection.  
 
With this connection comes access to great power and much wisdom, all of which you 
have accumulated over your Essence’s experiences since it was first projected from 
Source. 
 
At the moment, most people’s Etheric Structure is weak.  
The interface between our Physical and Etheric bodies is clogged with dirty used up old 
energies, implants, imprints, false ideals and limiting beliefs, parasites of all descriptions, 
time locks, expired and useless vows contracts and agreements, emotional vortexes, 
projections on and on – you get the picture? 
 
This interference prevents us from clear, unencumbered access to the Multidimensional 
experience of our simultaneous multi dreaming nature, who we really are and what we 
are capable of. 
 
Riding the Dragon, engaging the Body Elemental, embodying Essence and igniting the 
Soul Star with RAMUtet  - you will ‘burn’ this shit up – transmute and transcend, no 
limitation – and fast. 
 
Whoever creates the MerKaBa, programs the MerKaBa.  
Whomever sets and programs the geometry, controls the experience of it. 
MerKaBas need to be ‘powered’, they need energy to be ‘fed’ and continue to be  
‘alive’… 
 
Dimensions 
Dimensions of Dreaming are linear, horizontal, and vertical, within, without – multi 
directional. Each has its nuance. 
 
Dimensions of Self 
Reincarnation, Past Lives, the here and now,  
There is only you, the original dreamer, there is only the Now. 
 
Think of things in terms of a DVD – the DVD is your Essence’s experience.  
It’s a matter of where are you in the DVD right now?  
Which Dimension of Self is dreaming? 
Are you in Ancient Egypt?  
Are you a fisherman in China?  
Are you off planet?  
Are you unrecognisable, a nebula of stardust?  
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Its all YOU having an experience in consciousness, a Dimension of Self, dreaming 
 
At the moment you are consciously aware of your Essence experiencing the epoch, 
space-time-continuum known as 21st century Earth.  
 
Multidimensional conscious awareness is when you are actively aware of and 
participating in all this experiences at once.  
 
Wherever you are, you affect your own Reality and are aware of your Self – all the way 
back to Source. 
 
Thing of Essence as the filing cabinet and each Dimension of Self (dreaming) as file and 
you can have more than one file active at once. 
 
Source and Essence 
Source is the Source of All that is.  
Source decides to have an adventure in consciousness to explore and know Its Self. 
 
It projects it’s Self as a Beam of Light, as it moves through the dimensions and into 
deeper and deeper densities, it still retains a spark of its Self.  
 
When we refer to Essence, we refer to the part of your Self all the way back to Source. 
The sum total of all dimensional experiences of You, the beam of Light or consciousness, 
originally projected from Source. 
 
You can experience your Essence by going ‘within’ turning your attention to the rise 
and the fall of the breath in the chest. Something animates you, something is ‘breathing 
you’. Become One with that which ‘breathes you’… 
 
TIME 
Time is a program, inserted into this space-continuum-MerKaBa to give one the 
impression of a past, present and future, aging is another program built in as is 
reincarnation to explain the different experiences in consciousness. 
 
There is only the Now, framed in the Moment, the Moment is Eternal.  
Time is you choosing a new Now, every 10millionth of a second, when experienced 
sequentially it feels like a fluid movement – this is what we refer to when we use the 
word TIME. 
 
 •• When something is a Truth, the experience of it has no past, no need to 
project into the future, only the Is, in the Now.  Eternal 
       
Something to ponder… 
 
TIMELINES  and TIMETRACKS 
Timelines are ‘linear’ or concurrent events that all fall together in common experience 
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A timetrack is some one’s journey or experience within that timeline equation or Reality. 
 
Time Travel is travelling / navigating within the Matrix reality. 
 
Multidimensional  
We are a single consciousness having a multidimensional experience. 
We are able to dream more than one dream reality and experience them 
simultaneously. (Dimensions of Self) 
 
When the consciousness invasion happened, the Archons infiltrated our dreaming, 
compartmentalized our experience and we ‘forgot’ we were the one dreaming mind 
and in this unconsciousness, believing in the finality of the single experience bought the 
whole concept of ‘Reincarnation’ (Dimensions of Dreaming) 
 
FREQUENCY v’s ENERGY 
Frequency is a description of the wave form codes, energy describes the vibration it 
emits. 
 
Organic  
A direct Source connection; 
Original Creator Beings  
Organic Dimension of Self, the original dreamer’s expansion in consciousness to include 
dreaming another Reality, (often simultaneously) and this is the Self that is experiencing 
it. Part of Essence, you and your experience, all the way back to Source… 
 
Inorganic 
Needs to connect through an Organic, has no direct Source connection 
 
ARCHONS 
An umbrella that represents anti-life 
 
The inorganic Reptoids, formed when MU fell from the Centre of Creation in the Galaxy 
and her impact on the density caused the expression of inorganic ‘life’ to result 
The Annunaki and their AI influence which is the interface for the Inorganic to hitchhike  
The Annunaki as another version of Anthropos10 that succumbed to the transhumanity 
of the Archontic agenda, that is how they got into our Reality, they had base codes… 
 
ANTHROPOS10 (see MYTHOS OF MU) 

DNA template for organic human life 
ANTHROPOS11 (see MYTHOS OF MU) 
DNA template for organic human life developed and evolved with MU 
 
Sacred Centre 
A point in consciousness -the exact centre of the Self, where all else emanates from  
 
Central Sun 
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From the Sacred Centre, connect with the Central Sun – just as there is a galactic 
central Sun, so too is your personal Central Sun. 
The energy or Fire that ignites you, the energy is the fuel that then drives the adventure 
in consciousness 
 
Essence 
YOU all the way back to Source, all your experience wisdom, all your adventures in 
consciousness. 
It can be experienced as a combination of both the Sacred Centre and the Central 
Sun, only deeper, vaster and more complete 
 
Essence Frequency : 
The frequency is the signature.  
The thing that names it, gives it structure and form, exemplifies the spark of the Essence, 
the thing that defines it, that identifies it. 
 
The Essence contains the Seed, and the seed contains all the potential.   
The Seed by definition contains all within. 
 
By accessing the codes within the Seed we can energise the optimum functioning 
blueprint and live our potential, without Limitation, redefining the accepted ‘reality’. 
 
RAMUTET 
RaMutet - The state of ecstasy and attunement when embodying the tantra of RA and 
MU through the Soul star and create a physical expression of Reality. 
 
SOUL STAR 
A state or place of consciousness that when embodied feels like the Centre of Self 
 
Connecting with the Essence of MU (her all the way back to Her Source) and the 
Essence of RA (the original Creator codes) and when you pull this energy into this place 
it ignites the embodiment of your Essence emanation 
 
MU: the organic consciousness, originally a creator Aeon who’s ‘body’ is our planet.  
RA: the original Creator Being /Energy / Aeon of this Galaxy.  
 
LINEAGE 
Lineage is your birthright, your Soul ancestry that holds wisdom, knowledge and 
energies that pertain to that succession of that frequency - their collective experience 
becomes your experience because you are of that frequency. 
 
Essence or Soul Lineage 
The Experience of you all the way back to Source.  
All your incarnations, all your expressions, experience wisdom, all the ‘lives’ in or out of 
the Matrix. Eg: My Essence or Soul Lineage is that of the Sekhmets 
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Lineage 
Lineage you may be a part of because you have taken initiation or become part of a 
collective frequency. Eg: initiated into the Lineage/teachings/frequencies of the 
Sekhmets 
 
DNA Blood Lineage 
The Lineage that your physical expression holds, their experience wisdom and their 
ancestral karmas, contracts and connections that makes up your blood, DNA, skin hair 
etc…  
 
The Archons who have a monopoly on placement of Soul Lineage into DNA linage, will 
often put an original Creator Being or a incarnation of a Dimension of Self of the 
Creator Being into a primarily inorganic or Annunaki ancestral line that feeds their 
agenda, fuels their hybrids and other realities and keeps the Organic original lost as to 
their true history and unable to see sense of feel around them who they really are… 
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MerKaBa technology 101 
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